Freedom Arms

Freedom Arms is located in a scenic mountain valley in Western Wyoming. This is a country of proud traditions and a history of individualism. Firearms served as a valuable tool and not just a recreational item. From this heritage comes the individuals whose dedication, skill and talent make Freedom Arms revolvers and accessories unparalleled in their class.

We realize that purchasing a Freedom Arms revolver goes beyond ownership of just another firearm. It is an investment. Experienced Sales Staff are available at the factory to assist you in making the best choice of revolver configuration to satisfy your needs.

Accuracy

Consistent accuracy is achieved through the engineering and quality control standards closely adhered to by the committed craftsmen of Freedom Arms. Precise bullet placement and predictable performance is the result of dedication to exemplary design and craftsmanship.

Ballistics

Freedom Arms revolvers allow a given cartridge to reach its greatest potential in accuracy and velocity. The characteristics of each cartridge are matched to chamber, throat and barrel diameters along with rifling twists to stabilize a broad range of bullets at a variety of velocities.

Craftsmanship

Dedicated to maintaining the stringent standards needed to achieve uncompromising quality and reputation, the craftsmen at Freedom Arms power the success of our product line.

Model 83

Premier Grade

Large Frame Revolvers

Calibers: .475 Linebaugh, .454 Casull, .44 Magnum, .41 Magnum, .357 Magnum
**Model 83**

Capable of delivering over a ton of energy, the Model 83 was developed for the experienced shooter. It is excellent as a primary hunting firearm or a backup when hunting large, dangerous game. With lighter loads, it can also be used for general shooting and hunting smaller game. Optional cylinders for .45 Colt, .45 Winchester Magnum, .44 ACP and .22 Magnum, expand the Model 83’s versatility. We also offer a number of options such as different barrel lengths, sight variations, scopes, sling and studs. Mag-na-porting, honed actions and trigger over-travel screws. Properly used and cared for, each Freedom Arms revolver will give you reliable accuracy and performance for thousands of rounds.

**Premier and Field Grades**

Both Premier and Field Grade revolvers are made with the same materials and machining tolerances. Both include a sliding safety bar. They differ in finish, standard components and warranty. The Premier Grade has a bright, brushed finish with more attention to cosmetic details while the Field Grade has a more economical matte finish for less glare. Premier Grade rear sights are screw adjustable for elevation and windage while Field Grade rear sights are screw adjustable for elevation and drift adjustable for windage. Premier Grade grips are laminated hardwood with resin bonding while the Field Grade comes with Pachmayr Presentation grips. Premier Grades have a limited lifetime warranty. Field Grades have a limited one-year warranty. Consult our price list for standard and optional features available on each revolver.

**Model 83**

Field Grade
Large Frame Revolvers
Calibers: .475 Linebaugh; .454 Casull; .44 Magnum; .41 Magnum; .357 Magnum; .22 Long Rifle
Silhouette Models
Freedom Arms revolvers have proven themselves time and again in national and international competitions. Our silhouette models have helped shooters achieve their true potential. All silhouette models include silhouette competition rear sight, adjustable front sight, front sight hood, and trigger over travel screw. Stock calibers include: .22 Long Rifle; .357 Magnum; .44 Remington Magnum and .41 Magnum. Consult the order sheet for standard specifications on each model.

About Safety
The carry position of your Freedom Arms Model 83 revolver is with the hammer in the safety position and an empty chamber under the firing pin.

Cylinders
below: Extra cylinders are available for both Model 83 and 97 revolvers in certain calibers. Consult price sheet for available combinations.
Model 97
The mid-frame Model 97 is engineered and built with the same attention to detail and quality as our large-frame revolvers. They come in Premier Grade and include our patented transfer bar safety which doesn't affect the trigger pull when the hammer is in full cock position. Available in five shot versions chambered for .45 Colt, (with optional .45 ACP cylinder) or .41 Magnum. The six-shot version is available in .357 Magnum (with optional .38 special cylinder) or .22 Long Rifle with sporting chambers (and optional .22 Magnum cylinder). The .22 Long Rifle can be ordered with optional .22 Match chambers in place of Sporting chambers or in addition to as an extra cylinder. Adjustable sight model is screw adjustable for elevation and drift adjustable for windage. Standard grips are impregnated hardwood. Options such as octagonal barrel, Mag-na-porting, honed actions, trigger over-travel screw or extra cylinders are available.

About Safety
The carry position of your Freedom Arms Model 97 revolver is with the hammer in the safety position and an empty chamber under the firing pin.

Model 97
Premier Grade
Mid Frame Revolvers
Calibers: .17 HMR; .22 Long Rifle; .32 H&R Magnum; .41 Magnum; .45 Colt; .357 Magnum

.41 Magnum, five shot, 7½ inch barrel, adjustable rear sight, impregnated hardwood grips

.357 Magnum, six shot, 5¼ inch barrel, fixed sight with micarta grips

.45 Colt, five shot, 5½ inch barrel, fixed sight and impregnated hardwood grips
Per Your Request

Model 83, Premier Grade with adjustable sight chambered for .454 Casull with 7½ inch barrel and micarta grips.

Model 97 Premier Grade with fixed sight chambered for .357 Magnum with 5½ inch barrel and micarta grips.

Octagonal Barrels:
One of our most popular options available on any of the Premier Grade revolvers. Lengths range from 3½ to 12 inch depending on your selection of revolver. Consult price list for details.

Model 83 Premier Grade
Adjustable Sights and chambered for the .454 Casull. Options include Round Butt Grip, Shortened Barrel (4") and Fluted Cylinder.

Bear Track Case:
Freedom Arms revolvers are built to give a lifetime of service. They deserve the protection they can get. The Bear Track Case is hand-crafted from .070 thick aluminum, reinforced and riveted at the corners for the utmost in durable protection. Tough deep blue polyurethane coating protects the case from scuffs and wear. The two padded halves are connected with stainless steel butt hinges. Bealy compression closures lock the halves together, sealing the interior against the elements. The case measures 29 x 18 x 4½ inches and accommodates two Freedom Arms revolvers with scopes. Closures accept padlocks for added security. Consult the Bear Track Case catalog for complete list of cases and options available.

Options
Models 83 and 97
Options
Model 83 with 4X Weaver® and 2-ring Leupold® Mount

Premier bullets specifically made to take the high pressures generated by the 454 Casull cartridge utilizing a thick jacket and hard core to deliver maximum penetration and accuracy.

Model 97 with 2X Weaver® and 3-ring TSOB mount

High Quality die sets are available for the 454 Casull and 475 Linebaugh calibers.

Model 83 with optional Micarta grips, Lovell Mount and 2X-6X Bausch and Lomb® scope

Snap Caps
The only way to safely dry-fire your revolver. Specify caliber when ordering.

Gun Tote
Designed to safely carry regular or scoped revolvers, this padded, insulated tote has padded sleeves to further protect your guns. The padded center compartment has moveable partitions to customize your case.

T-Shirt and Cap
Let ‘em know you carry the best. 100% cotton t-shirt with large image or pocket version with logo on chest, in M, L, XL.

Tool Pack (Foreground)
A cleaning rod, handle, brush, jag and 3 inch extension, a multi-tip screw driver all packaged in a handy nylon carrying pouch. Specify Caliber when ordering.

Baseball style cap bears the Freedom Arms logo in front. Adjustable, various colors.

Accessories
Scopes And Mounts
Holsters

A. Full Coverage lined holster for Model 38 scoped revolvers with 2 or 3-ring mounts. For barrel lengths from 6 to 10 inches. For up to a 2 inch belt.

B. Western style lined holster for Model 36 or 97 revolvers with barrel lengths from 4 1/2 to 10 inches. For up to a 2 inch belt.

C. Cross draw, high ride unlined holster with 25° cant for Model 36 and 97 revolvers with 4 1/2 to 7 1/2 barrel. For up to 1 1/4 inch belt.

D. Western style lined holster for Model 38 with two ring scope mount and barrel from 6 to 10 inches. Steel reinforced slot in the holster accommodates scope mount. For up to a 2 inch belt.

E. Strong side, high ride unlined holster for Model 38 or 97 with barrel lengths from 4 1/2 to 7 1/2 inches. For up to 1 1/4 inch belt.

Rough Out Belt Holsters

E. Made with smooth side in so no lining is necessary. Offered in unscoped and scoped full coverage versions.

Shoulder Holsters

Our three-point suspension holds your revolver securely and distributes the weight evenly. Made with lined, top grain cowhide, with steel buckles and nylon webbing. Models are available for scoped or open sight models in most barrel lengths.

Brass Freedom Arms Buckles

Choose either 454 Casull or Freedom Arms emblem in polished brass or brass highlighted with gold and silver plate.